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Where does werewolf stop and monster begin?Hunter Green attracts territorial shifters like moths to

a porch light. Sick of beating up on pups who don't have the sense to back down from a challenge,

the alpha finds peace as a warrior in the human-only military.Unfortunately, his strong inner wolf

isn't content defusing bombs and battling sharks. Instead, the beast emerges, nearly tearing the

limbs off a poaching shifter before setting its sights on Hunter's human dive mate.No longer able to

trust his animal half among defenseless humans, the outcast alpha struggles to reenter shifter

society. But will his tenuous grasp on werewolf politics be enough to stand up against backstabbing

pack leaders intent upon expunging Hunter's last shred of humanity?This 40,000 word novella is a

prequel to USA Today bestselling author Aimee Easterling's "tense, dramatic, sexy, and intriguing"

Alpha Underground series.
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Dark Wolf Adrift, by Aimee Easterling is a story that tells the beginning of Hunter Green's

adventures and ending with him seeing Fen, his mate, for the first time. It is a WOW of a story.

There is adventure and learning how to do things and most importantly, learning to trust himself. He

meets the head of the Tribunal and takes a position of an enforcer. Remember he is an

"Uber-werewolf" and he thinks he can just use his authority and solve problems. He learns that he

can't always do that. As the story progresses he learns to trust his instincts and control his werewolf.

I can't tell you the story, why ruin it for you?? Just remember you will enjoy it.

Spectacular shifter world! Hunter is a lone wolf in a special ops team that he considers pack. Hunter

has not grown up with the same sense of pack and knowing all of the "rules". He only knows that he

is as dominate as they come and a monster. This leads to all sorts of interesting situations for

Hunter.Then there is the pack princess that makes him reassess things. Angelica "Blue-eyes"

Stormwinder has more on her mind than just being a simple mate. She wants to take the world by

its tail. Her power stands up to Hunter's and she's able to help him dance around the bureaucracy of

the wolf society.Watching Hunter expand who he is and how he comes to think between himself as

human and his wolf, was like a tango dance. There was a steady beat and bursts of thoughts as

Hunter discovered the best ways to think and act. Coming up with out of the box solutions will be

Hunter's niche, and should carry nicely into the next stories.This is part of a series, but can be read

as a standalone. While the story does not end in a cliff hanger, there is a tease for the next story.

Well played for an ending!

Dark Wolf Adrift is such an amazing book to read! It tells the story of Hunter Green before he met

Fen! Absolutely loved looking into his life, where I must say somethings were a surprise! Absolutely

love reading books from Aimee Easterling! She has a way of bringing her characters alive, that only

some of the best authors can do!

Dark Wolf Adrift: An Alpha Underground novella by Aimee Easterling is the third book in this series,

but can be read without reading the prior two first. I'm so glad she wrote this book. In reading the

first two books in the Alpha Underground series, Hunter Green stands out as a powerful, enigmatic

Uber Alpha who is also caring and protective. This story provides more insight into this intriguing

character. He was born a bloodling (born in wolf form) and was dumped by his wolf mother as soon

as he learned to shift; he shows his protective nature which is exemplified by his willingness to risk

his life to save others. As part of an Explosive Ordnance Disposal team for the U.S. Navy, Hunter



and a team member nicknamed Stooge, make a deep ocean dive but Stooge is injured. After blood

in the water attracts a great white shark bent on attacking Stooge, Hunter shifts in front of the

wounded human to save his friend's life by trying to fight the huge shark with fangs and claws

(absolutely fantastic scene). Because the shift reveals his wolf to a human, he knows he has to

leave the military. Feeling at loose ends, he accepts an offer from Lucas Stormwinder to became an

Enforcer for the Tribunal. Like other books I've read by Aimee Easterling, this is a well-written,

fast-paced story with exceptional, captivating characters. I'd strongly recommend this read to all

those who enjoy an excellent shifter story.I received an ARC for my honest review.

This novella is a fantastic segue into Hunter's world.Hunter is an Alpha in all aspects, including

being clueless to hints and subtly of civilian life. He also is so Uber Alpha he attracts all the

wannabe and could have been to challenge him as he just walks down the street.Aimee shows the

camrade that a military background gives someone.When Hunter goes off the beaten path he

makes his own roads, but what an adventure that road takes us.This is a great addition to her Wolf

Rampant and Bloodling Series

Loved this story! It was interesting to see where Hunter's journey took him. I found it funny to see

other wolf's reactions to Hunter since he is a lone wolf and you wouldn't expect him to best some of

them. I loved the idea that Hunter came up with at the end and that he stayed true to his morals. I

can't wait to see where his journey picks up! I received an early copy for an honest review.

"I'm a monster." So begins Dark Wolf Adrift, and the reader is very quickly drawn into the world of

Hunter Green, Navy EOD tech and alpha werewolf.Aimee Easterling reliably delivers fun shifter

stories that balance character development with exciting plots. Dark Wolf Adrift is no exception. I

enjoyed getting to know the mysterious and charismatic Hunter, who was introduced in the previous

Alpha Underground novels. But I also appreciated the secondary characters who take on a life of

their own. Ms. Easterling has a knack for creating interesting, likeable characters who are smart and

funny and make mistakes and learn and grow.This was a quick read that effortlessly held my

interest. I found the plot interesting and the pacing good. I didn't notice any editing or formatting

problems. There was some violence and a bit of crude language, but for a book about military men

and alpha werewolves, this was remarkably clean and should appeal to a wide audience.This

novella serves as a prequel to the Alpha Underground series. I recommend reading Half Wolf, the

first book in the series, before reading this because I think the whole series is wonderful and Half



Wolf will be more fun if you haven't read this yet. However, you could certainly enjoy this if you

haven't read the other books in the series. Know that if you read this first, the epilogue may feel like

a cliffhanger. If you skip the short epilogue, this story ties up neatly.Note that I received an ARC of

this book in exchange for my honest review.
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